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The final debate: SBP candidates to face off
By Adrienne Chaudoin
Staff Writer

Photo by Timmy Huynh

Junior Zach Hunsinger speaks at the primary debate on his
campaign platform: "idealism + realism = action."

Elections for the 2008-2009
student body president continue, with juniors Becky Chow
and Zach Hunsinger emerging
as the final candidates after
Tuesday’s primary.
A mere 11 votes separated
Chow and Hunsinger in the primary, and all four candidates
finished within 100 votes of one
another, a first for Taylor’s SBP
elections, Director of Student
Programs Steve Austin said.
The final election is Tuesday,
with the final debate at 10 p.m.
Monday in the student union.
All students can vote. Seniors
are encouraged to vote because
the SBP candidates are upperclassmen, and freshmen have
not had as much time to get to
know the candidates, current
Student Body President Tamara
Shaya said.
The election process does not
end with the selection of Taylor’s 2008-2009 SBP. The newly elected student body president then begins an individual
process of selecting a cabinet.
Shaya and her elected cabinet
members will finish out their
term this spring, while mentoring the newly elected SBP and
cabinet.
Meanwhile, the newly elect-

ed SBP will attend meetings
and speaking engagements to
prepare for next year, talking
to administrators and students
about upcoming initiatives.
And the newly elected cabinet, whose members serve as
vice presidents of Taylor Student Organization, then begin
their own hiring processes, said
senior Zach Whitesel, TSO Vice
President of Finance.
“It gives the new executive
cabinet VPs time to begin the
hiring processes for their cabinets,” Whitesel said. “This is
especially crucial for cabinets
like Student Activities Council
which have events right at the
beginning of the school year.”
Once the new student body
president is elected, Shaya is
not out of a job. She remains in
office until graduation, serving
as a connection between students and Taylor leaders.
“I’ll continue working on initiatives and representing the
student body until my term
ends in May,” Shaya said. “I’ll
be available to the next student
body president to provide advice on hiring cabinet members,
working through initiatives and
anything else next year’s SBP
needs.”
News Editor MaKenzie Doepke
and Editor in Chief Chrissie Thompson contributed to this article.
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Junior Becky Chow speaks at the primary debate on her platform: "building community through authenticity and prayer."

Taylor to give IFC concert expands minds
three honorary
degrees

By Benita Lee
Staff Writer
The Taylor board of trustees decided last week to award
three candidates an honorary
degree at this year’s commencement ceremony.
Taylor gives the degrees to
honor the impact of the recipients on the lives of members of
the Taylor community.
This year’s recipients are Israel Gaither, Dave Rodriguez
and Paul Zurcher.
Gaither, who holds the rank
of commissioner in the Salvation Army, is the 2008 commencement speaker.
Gaither accomplished numerous firsts in Salvation Army
history:
For instance, he was the first
African-American
appointed
divisional commander, chief of
staff and commissioner.
Described as one of the Top
10 Communicators in 2006, by
the San Francisco Examiner,
Gaither will receive a Doctor of
Divinity degree from Taylor.
The Rev. David Rodriguez,
who will also receive a Doctor of

Divinity degree from Taylor, is
the founding and senior pastor
at Grace Community Church in
Noblesville.
Under Rodriguez’s leadership, the church has grown
tremendously. Since 1991, he
has also headed various church
plantings, engaging in Grace’s
strategic affiliation with other
churches.
Rodriquez’s ministry has left
a mark on Taylor University
through the lives of those who
attend his church.
Rodriguez will also speak
May 9 during chapel as part of
2008 baccalaureate service, a
new tradition for Taylor’s commencement ceremony.
Paul Zurcher, a businessman who will receive a Doctor
of Business Administration degree, is also involved in the local
community.
Zurcher founded the local chapter of the Lion’s Club,
served as a volunteer firefighter and has served as a Sunday
school teacher in his church for
more than 50 years.
He has also served on Taylor’s board of trustees.

David Bazan, formerly of Pedro the Lion, performs Thursday
student union.

By Kim Rupp
Associate Editor
When it comes to beliefs, the
most accurate label to describe
recording artist David Bazan
would be “agnostic,” he says.
But members of Taylor’s Integration of Faith and Culture
organization, which sponsored

Bazan’s Thursday night performance at Taylor, said they
brought Bazan to Taylor as a
way to expand mindsets.
Bazan first played at Taylor
five years ago.
“That was at a time that I
would not have considered
myself agnostic,” Bazan said.

ing autobiographical songs
and fictional songs,” he said. “I
think that stories in song and
in film and in literature … tell
us something about ourselves.
They reflect our culture, and
sometimes they do it accurately; sometimes they do it in a
manner that is distorted.”
Stories in art can be “dangerous,” Bazan said.
“A lot of our social norms
come to us through these kinds
of stories in ways that we don’t
necessarily always clearly realize,” he said.
Bazan attempts to express
who he is through his stories,
but also learns more about
himself, he said.
“I think David Bazan is a
good example of someone who
is doing what we want to do
in IFC,” said senior Michael
Goodrich, IFC’s concert series
coordinator. “He is someone
who is in a way being tagged as
making Christian music, but
he’s making it at a very high
level.”
Music doesn’t have to be
Photo by Timmy Huynh
night to a capacity crowd at the “overtly Christian,” Goodrich
said.
“People have this very lim“Maybe ‘conflicted Christian’ ited viewpoint of what Chriswould have been (a better tianity and Christian art and
term).”
Christian music can be like.
Bazan attended Bible college All good art conveys truth, and
and has performed at other all truth at the end of the day
Christian colleges.
is still God’s truth,” Goodrich
Bazan considers his music said. “Whoever you are, whatfolk as opposed to fine art.
ever you’re singing – there is
“I’m telling stories and do- beauty in that.”

Taylor says fee increase 'average' for peer schools
By Chrissie Thompson
Editor in Chief
The rate increase for next
year’s Taylor students should
keep the Upland campus “average” as compared to the cost of
attending a comparable school,
officials say.
Returning students received
notice this week of the 5.24
percent increase in tuition, fees
and room and board, which will
put the cost of a year at Taylor above $30,000 for the first

News

time.
But the increase should keep
Taylor’s sticker price in the
middle range of those at peer
institutions, said Ron Sutherland, Taylor’s vice president for
business and finance, and the
university hopes to find ways to
slow tuition hikes in the future.
Before settling on a rate hike
for the coming year, Taylor officials compare the school’s
most recent annual increase
with those of peer institutions,

Sutherland said.
“We’re more driven by the
things we need to do, the changes we want to make, the things
we’re trying to accomplish, but
we set that in the context of
what others are doing,” Sutherland said.
Last year’s increase was onethird of a percent lower than the
average Indiana private college
rate hike, and one-tenth of a
percent lower than the average
rate hike at Christian College

Consortium schools.
In addition, Taylor’s total
cost in 2007-2008 for tuition,
fees and room and board ranked
about average: seven out of the
13 Christian College Consortium schools and 11 of the 27
private colleges in Indiana cost
more than Taylor.
But last week, Taylor’s board
of trustees began a discussion
about how the school might
curtail future rate hikes.
“Are we simply going to keep

raising tuition year after year
after year, or is that going to be
flat-lined and eventually come
down, or are we going to look
at alternative revenues?” Taylor President Eugene Habecker
said.
The discussion is in its earliest stages, Sutherland said.
“It’s one of those conversations that you wish you could
turn it on a dime and fix it for
next year,” he said. “It’s going
to take some strategic time.”

Still, the school is starting to
observe other colleges’ alternative revenue sources to get ideas
for how Taylor could bring in
money that doesn’t come from
students’ and parents’ pockets,
Sutherland said.
Until then, some students
will see rate increases come
back to their pockets, Sutherland said, citing increases in the
federal minimum wage law that
will raise student wages next
school year.
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Q&A: the soundtrack to Andy Whitman's life
BY BRENT CLOUSE
CONTRIBUTOR
Andy Whitman, a columnist for
“Paste Magazine,” spoke Monday night
in Ayres Alumni Memorial Hall, giving
a lecture entitled “The Soundtrack to
Life.”
What has brought you to Taylor
University tonight?
I was asked to speak tonight by the
(Integration of Faith and Culture).
I write about music for several different publications, including “Paste
Magazine,” a Web site called “All
Music Guide” and a magazine called
“Christianity Today.” Tonight I’m
speaking about the impact that music
plays upon us and how we create a
personal soundtrack for our lives.
How did you get involved with
your career in writing for music
publications?
I have always loved music since I
was a little kid, and I’ve always loved
writing. I really enjoy telling stories
and stringing words and ideas together. I’ve written album reviews for
what seems like forever – even in high
school and later for college newspapers.
My major in college was creative
writing. In recent years, I’ve done a
lot of work on Internet blogs and for
online publications.
I quickly got involved with “Paste
Magazine” when they started up six
years ago, since I knew the guys who
started it up. They asked me if I would
help put out a magazine, and I had to
oblige.
I was then and still am very happy
to be involved with “Paste Magazine.”
It truly is a privilege and a blessing to
do what I do.
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Andy Whitman shares his passion for music Monday night during his lecture entitled "The Soundtrack to Life." As a music writer, Whitman says he weaves
his personal story and histoy into his articles.

a playlist of songs that functions as a
commentary to your life. The songs
you pick are special to you and speak
to you in speciﬁc ways.
Each person has a unique life and,
therefore, a unique approach in listening to music. It’s the same process
found in admiring literature and art.

to answer. I do get paid for writing
about music, but my career is working in corporate America as a writer.
A normal day for me consists of
working from 8 to 5 and writing about
music in my spare time, which is usually very late in the night. My advice
for those interested is to pay attention
and wake up in the morning!

You mentioned how we can make
“soundtracks” for our lives. Can
you explain what this is?

What would be your advice for
students wanting to pursue a media writing career such as what
you do?

What would you say is your writing style when you write for
“Paste Magazine”?

A soundtrack to your life is simply

That’s actually a very hard question

I think that my writing tends to be

of a more personal nature than a lot
of music-related writing. This is more
popular today and is almost encouraged in my ﬁeld.
I like to weave my own personal
story and history into what I write
about and try to make it very personal for the reader.
In what ways has your faith
grown since working in this ﬁeld
of writing?
I think that music has always been
a huge part of my life and faith. I feel

that God works through music in my
life to teach me about things such as
love and loss.
I feel as though love in music is an
area that challenges us to look beyond
simplistic understanding and see love
for what it truly is.
For example, in Radiohead’s song
“Fake Plastic Trees,” we view love
through a lens full of heartache and
pain that’s totally different than the
image of love in a classic Beatles’
song. Because of this approach, I feel
I have beneﬁted from music both as a
person and as a Christian.

Students In Free Enterprise to replace TABS

News Briefs

By Tim Chew
Staff Writer

Creative Dining Services will
continue to supply food service for Taylor, Vice President
for Business and Finance Ron
Sutherland said.
After completing the formal
review process that happens every ﬁve years, Taylor agreed to
another ﬁve-year contract with
Creative Dining, stipulating that
the hospitality company agree
to changes, Sutherland said.
Ofﬁcials have asked Creative
Dining to make nutritional information more available to students, to “move aggressively” to
ﬁnd a chef by the fall and to improve the food quality at catered
functions, Sutherland said.

Senior Jessica Wittebols and
sophomore Stephanie Adams
had the opportunity to travel
with a group of Taylor students
to the Students In Free Enterprise National Championships
last year in Dallas.
The experience convinced
the Taylor students that a SIFE
chapter would be a great ﬁt for
Taylor.
Wittebols and Adams were
instrumental in beginning a
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new chapter of Students in Free
Enterprise this fall.
This business organization
will replace the current Taylor
Association of Business Students next year.
SIFE is a non-proﬁt organization with chapters extending
across the U.S. and around the
world.
The main purpose of SIFE is
“to create economic opportunity in the local community,”
Adams said.
The focus of a SIFE chapter
is to develop and implement
outreach projects based on a
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ﬁve pillars: a market-based economic system, success skills,
entrepreneurship,
personal
ﬁnance skills and ethical business practices.
“In the past we have mostly
just done things for Taylor
students,” said Wittebols, the
TABS president, “but SIFE is a
better opportunity to not only
help Taylor business students
but also to help the community.”
One of the TABS projects this
year was to start a separate SIFE
chapter which would replace its
parent organization next fall.
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Training for Missional Leadership

During this period of co-existence, it can be hard to differentiate between the two groups,
Adams said, especially with “all
the same people in both.”
On March 19, the chapter
will make a trip to Cleveland
for the SIFE Regional Competition, where students will present their outreach projects from
this past year in front of a panel
of judges.
Outreach projects in progress
include a series of ﬁnancial literacy seminars, a business ethics program in an elementary
school and an etiquette dinner
for high school students.
A more recent project for
SIFE has been working alongside “Our Town Upland,” a

ness as missions,” Wittebols
said, “and the social impacts of
who we are as Christians and as
business people.”
Featured speakers of the conference include corporate leader and board of trustees Chairman Dick Gygi, bank executives
W. Dabbs and Mary Cavin and
as the co-founder and chief executive ofﬁcer of Truth@Work,
Ray Hilbert.
Although most of the students involved in SIFE are business majors, Adams said SIFE
is for anyone.
“You develop project management skills, interviewing
skills, the ability to clearly express yourself and communicate with CEOs and VPs – all

“In the past we have mostly just done
things for Taylor students, but SIFE is
a better opportunity to not only help
Taylor business students but also to
help the community.”
-Jessica Wittebols-

HOLLAND, MI
admissions@westernsem.edu
www.westernsem.edu
1-800-392-8554
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community-based organization
that strives to generate business
growth locally and improve the
quality of life in Upland.
“It's exciting to build a good
solid base with these people,
who will be here with a vision
for Upland long after we're
gone,” Wittebols said.
SIFE is also hosting “Your
Business. His Mission,” a conference taking place on Taylor’s
campus today and Saturday.
“It’s all about the idea of busi-

things which are assets in any
job,” said Adams.
“Something that I'll take
(from SIFE) into my future job
is a heart for the world,” Wittebols said.
“Now I’ll always be looking at
the social impacts of my business practices and who’s being
affected on the other side of the
world.”
For questions, or to get involved, contact Jessica Wittebols or Stephanie Adams.

Creative Dining to stay

Former Echo adviser dies
Marilyn A. Walker, former
Taylor professor and Echo adviser, died Monday at Colonial
Oaks Health Care Center in
Marion. She was 74.
Walker taught at Taylor from
1966 to 1996, starting in the
English department and moving to the communication department in 1978. She served
as Echo adviser from 1986 until
she retired.
Walker established The Echo
as “a student paper and not a
public relations tool,” as she
wrote in her initial proposal to
become adviser.
“The Echo needs to be a journalistic endeavor if it is to be
used as a teaching tool for students,” she wrote.
Walker held a master’s degree in journalism from Indiana
University and frequently presented at the Associated Collegiate Press convention.
Walker is survived by her
husband of 47 years, Jules S.
Walker. Funeral service is at
1:30 p.m. Tuesday at Needham
Storey Wampner Funeral Home
in Marion.
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Faith, tribes & politics: Kenya's crisis
By Stephen Groves
Staff Writer

By Allison Hampton
Contributor
Africa
Central Africa - President
George W. Bush finished on
Thursday his five-day tour of Benin, Tanzania, Rwanda, Ghana
and Liberia. The goal of the trip
was to check on progress of U.S.funded programs to fight AIDS,
malaria and poverty. During
Bush’s presidency, the U.S. tripled the amount of aid going to
Africa to $4 billion each year.
Zimbabwe - Due to food and
fuel shortages, inflation has risen to an annual rate of 100,000
percent. Last month, Zimbabwe’s mints printed $10 million
bills to respond to prices.
Asia
Pakistan - The country held its
national elections on Monday,
which had been postponed because of the unrest connected to
former Prime Minister Benazir
Bhutto’s assassination. The two
main opposition groups to the
current President Pervez Musharraf won the most seats and
have formed a coalition.
Myanmar - The military junta
unexpectedly announced two
weeks ago that it would formally
surrender power to a democratic
civilian government, with a referendum on a new constitution
in May. The military has held
control for decades and has previously resisted all pressure for
democracy, including massive
street protests last year.
Americas
U.S. - Sen. Barack Obama’s
win Tuesday in Wisconsin makes
his ninth consecutive since Super Tuesday. Exit polls Tuesday
indicated he succeeded in drawing from Sen. Hillary Clinton’s
core support: the white working
class and women.
Also, the U.S. shot down a
broken spy satellite due to crash
land, ignoring Russian accusations that the act was a cover to
test an anti-satellite weapon.
Cuba - Fidel Castro, the dictator of Cuba for the last 49 years,
formally resigned on Tuesday,
citing his ailing health. Officially, he handed over his position
to his brother, Raul, who will
most likely keep the communist
governing system unchanged.
Europe
Kosovo - Kosovo officially declared its independence from
Serbia and Herzegovina on Saturday, becoming the latest piece
of former Yugoslavia to break
off. Against Serbia’s desires, the
U.S., France, England and Germany have recognized the new
nation. Spain, Russia and other
nations fighting their own separatist movements have refused.
In response, protestors Thursday attacked embassies in Belgrade, including the U.S. embassy.
Middle East
Palestine - Inspired by Kosovo, a senior Palestinian official
is telling his people they should
declare their own independence
if peace talks with Israel are unsuccessful again. This current
peace process was started three
months ago by Bush, hoping for
a peace deal by the end of 2008.
Lebanon - Important Hezbollah leader Imad Mughniyeh was
killed by a car bomb last week.
Lebanese Prime Minister Fouad
Siniora suspects Israel played a
part, though the country has denied the charge.

World

A thousand or more dead.
250,000 refugees. A country in
shambles.
This is the picture of Kenya
right now – and members of the
Taylor community have found
themselves right in the middle
of it.
During the last two months,
violence has haunted the country located in eastern Africa. Kenya had been held up as a model of African democracy with a
growing middle class, but after
a disputed election, buried tensions erupted into violence.
On Dec. 27, Kenyans lined up
at the polls to cast their votes
for president.
The incumbent, Mwai Kibaki, was re-elected, but many
people claimed the election was
fraudulent. Rival candidate
Raila Odinga refused to accept
the result.
Taylor’s former vice president
of academic affairs, Dwight
Jessup, was serving in the administration department at the
Nairobi Evangelical Graduate
School of Theology when the
situation erupted.
“There were a lot of difficulties and undercurrents in Kenya,” Jessup said. “And the
election was just the spark that
set it off.”
The violence turned ethnically based as members of the Luo
tribe, loyal to opposition leader
Odinga, a fellow Luo, protested
the election results by killing
people with crude weapons and
burning houses.
The Kikuyu tribe, to which
Kibaki belongs, responded with
revenge.
“Some people were killed with
poison arrow, machetes, clubs;
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Sophomore Rachel Brown has missionary parents and grew up in Kenya. She returned there for Christmas holidays and the violence that erupted almost prevented her from returning to Taylor.

some people were burned to
death in their houses,” Jessup
said. “It doesn't sound like the
21st century.”
Immediately, Kenyans became refugees in their own
country, fleeing the violence to
areas of their native tribes.
The exodus has left the country deeply divided, even though
the fighting has subsided
through calls for peace by leaders of both political sides and
intervention by the United Nations through former Secretary
General Kofi Annan.
Professor Alan Winquist, director of the international studies program at Taylor, said he
was saddened by the turmoil.
“We see very diverse groups

in Kenya, many of whom have
accepted Christianity," he said.
“That’s the discouraging part
because Christianity should
dampen down this ethnic ...
jealousy.”
Winquist traced back the ethnic tensions in Kenya and many
African nations to the colonial
period, when European powers
grouped tribes together into nations and favored certain tribes,
playing on tribal rivalries.
He suggested that the Western style of democracy may not
be the best solution for many
African nations, because the
people have very strong ties
to their tribe instead of seeing
themselves as national citizens.
“Kikuyus vote for Kikuyus,

and Kambas vote for Kambas,”
Winquist said.
Sophomore Rachel Brown
grew up in Kenya while her
parents served as missionaries
there, and she recently returned
there for Christmas.
“We could see the smoke rising and hear gun shots from my
house,” she said.
None of the violence has been
directed at foreigners, but she
said she almost did not get out
of the country due to the riots.
The situation has deeply affected many students and faculty at the Nairobi seminary,
Jessup said.
“People in Kenya go ‘up country’... to vote,” he said, “and after the riots broke out, they had

a tough time getting back.”
The campus responded by
making room for about 50 students and faculty whose homes
were either burned or too close
to the violence, which mostly
occurred in the slums.
“Suddenly all the chapel programs were about peace, reconciliation, and we had a lot of
students come in to talk – even
students from different tribes,”
Jessup said.
Brown said she is keeping a
positive outlook on the future
for Kenya.
“Keep praying for Kenya,”
she said. “I really think God is
working there and healing people, but there still has to be a lot
of reconciliation.”

'Fun' at the Harvard Model United Nations

By Audra Gustin
World Editor
Sometimes it is fun to be Sudan.
Anti-Western rants just aren’t
as fun when you have to represent the U.S. at the same time.
This past weekend, five Taylor
students, including me, had the
opportunity to join Anderson
University in representing the
country of Sudan at the Harvard
National Model United Nations.
More than 2,500 students from
different colleges, even from
other countries, gathered to
solve major world problems
through committee meetings
and resolution drafting.
I didn’t know what I was getting myself into. In my committee of social, humanitarian and
cultural issues, we decided to
address free and fair elections.
Blocs formed quickly. After
declaring an unmoderated caucus, which basically meant we
could meet in small groups to
discuss solutions, the European
Union formed an intense huddle, continuing even when the
caucus ended.
The 30-second speeches resumed, with Asian, East European and African states, including Sudan, repeating the
necessity of respecting state
sovereignty – basically that no
one can interfere in a country
unless it asks for help. Ominously for us, the EU never
even looked up.
It wondered if this was the
state of the world. The West,
with its reasonably stable governments and rich purses,

huddles in a big, important
mass, coming up with big plans
of how to fix the rest, while the
less-privileged countries shrill
about their rights and the need
to remain stable on their own
terms.
The resolution we planned included an idea Iran considered
essential: that any state had
a right to any government it
deemed suitable to its cultural,
economic and social situation.
Who chooses this government?
Why, the government in charge
of course.
I pointed out to the group
that we were trying to solve the
issue of free and fair elections,
not circumvent it. I was shot
down by the sheer number of
non-strictly-democratic states.
And who was I, Sudan, to protest?
“Can’t we be better than our
states?” I finally asked.
“No!” Uzbekistan told me.
“You have to act exactly how
they would.”
So we drafted a resolution I
knew wouldn’t get passed, but
which was founded on that tenet of sovereignty. Bowing to
sheer pressure, the other resolution followed suit. It mentioned the need for countries
to ask for help with elections
rather than being forced to accept such help.
Only one delegate pointed out
that neither resolution covered
the possibility of a corrupt or
authoritarian government.
As if to punctuate the point,
we had a mock guest speaker:
Kenyan President Mwai Kibaki,
who hailed the democratic process of his country. Protesters
promptly swept into the room,
shouting anti-Kibaki slogans
and escorting him out of the
room. One seized the podium
and angrily asked us how we
could believe this sham of an
election, while the president

was “executed” in the hallway.
After the silence, we eventually still passed the resolution.
I looked around at the delegates: Japan, the U.S., Liberia,
South Africa, Ecuador, Russia,
North Korea, the Philippines,
China, Guinea, Iran, Armenia,

Kenya, France, Vanuatu – the
tug-of-war between the small
and troubled, the big and brash.
How do we prevent another Kenya, another former Yugoslavia,
another Sudan without causing
another Afghanistan or Iraq?
At the end of the conference,

I glumly looked down at the
sheet on which I’d written ideas
of real progress and cooperation – and instead held up my
Sudan sign to vote for Russia’s
resolution.
That’s what Sudan would do.
Sometimes it isn’t very fun.
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A day with the

Taylor police departm
A

n image of Taylor Police Chief Jeff Wallace will spring to my mind the next time I think
of law enforcement: an intimidating but friendly man with a goatee and a cell phone that blares
the theme from “The Good, the Bad and the Ugly.”
Over the last week, I had the opportunity to talk to Wallace about his typical day - though as it turns out, a “typical day” does
not exist in law enforcement.
Taylor's police department handles a wide range of basic tasks: issuing tickets, making and distributing IDs, responding to
medical emergencies, monitoring the ﬁre alarm systems, providing an escort for students, patrolling and of course, investigating
crime.
The department recently changed its name to Campus Police, though it has technically had police powers for much longer.
“A lot of people are not aware that we are a full police department,” Wallace said. “We have to maintain the same training standards of any department throughout the state.”
In charge of that training is Deputy Chief Tim Enyeart, a state-certiﬁed trainer and instructor.
“Most of my training is classroom instruction, but ... I like to incorporate what I would call ‘fun stuff,’ ” Enyeart said. “The rapidresponse training that we did (in January) in Morris Hall is an example ... We try to incorporate role-playing into our contextual
training. If we can recall what we need to do, we’re going to make much better decisions, rather than responding to events.”
Even though Taylor is a Christian college, the police presence is still necessary, Enyeart said, and students should still take care
on campus.
“There is a mentality that Taylor is this perfectly safe environment,” Wallace said, “and compared to the rest of the world, it’s
deﬁnitely safer, but it still is an open campus.”
The Taylor Police do not often have to handle “serious” situations, Enyeart said, but the ofﬁcers know their presence helps cre

By Hannah Beers
Staff Writer

ate the Taylor atmosphere.
“A big percentage of what we do students aren’t even aware of, and that’s OK, be
al,” Wallace said. “We want this to be a learning environment that is fun, producti
it has to be safe.”
A Taylor graduate, Wallace spent 11 years as a police ofﬁcer in the suburbs of De
of police. Enyeart had previously served on the Marion police force for 20 years.
working at Taylor to be signiﬁcant.
“(In Marion) you do see quite a bit of action,” Enyeart said. “Coming to Taylor U
who did that for 20 years. This was a great ﬁt for me at a time in my life when I co
love to do ... and it’s a great opportunity for me to share my experiences with fello
But Enyeart said working at Taylor has its exciting moments.
“We get what I would call a ‘serious case’ every now and then, and it keeps the t
he said.
Wallace said interactions with students were his favorite part of working at Tayl
“So much of what law enforcement does, let’s face it, is negative confrontation
problem,” he said. “But we have so many opportunities here to be a positive inﬂue
do it well, but still be able to have fun and stick a kid in (our) car when he wants
going to chapel.”
“I don’t think anyone comes to Taylor to broaden their law enforcement career;
Wallace said. “It’s nice to be reminded that we’re here for a bigger purpose than ju

(Above) Ofﬁcer Andy Bowell
writes a ticket at the Reade
parking lot for an illegally
parked student vehicle on Thursday afternoon.
(Above right) Deputy Chief Tim
Enyeart patrols the roads of Taylor on Wednesday afternoon.
(Middle left) Ofﬁcer Bowell ﬁlls
in paperwork in the warmth
of his cruiser at the scene of
a vehicular accident Thursday
evening.
(Middle right) Ofﬁcer Bowell ﬁlls
out paperwork at the beginning
of his shift on Thursday afternoon.
(Bottom) Ofﬁcer Bowell locks up
the Reade Memorial building late
Wednesday night.
Photos by Timmy Huynh
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The men of Second West Wengatz host their glow-in-the-dark Techno open house complete with music and decor.

By Josh Kennedy
Life & Times Editor

W

hat does the
phrase ‘open house’
mean to you? What images does it conjure in that precious brain of yours?
Does it imply food or drink or merry laughter radiating
from windows of a dormitory? Perhaps the term “open
house” brings about sad memories of a DTR (DTR as in
“destroy the relationship”).
Whatever 'open house' brings to mind for you, I’d like
to ask you to take a second (matter-of-fact, take four
beat) and put all your presuppositions and preconceived notions about reality aside, and come with me on
my hour-long adventure to three open houses on a cold
Wednesday night …
6:57 p.m. – I looked down at my computer clock and
sighed. My roommate, sophomore Jake Long, looked
over at me and asked if I could use some sick company.
(He was recovering from inﬂuenza). I welcomed his
comforting presence as we set off into the cold towards
Wengatz Hall.
7:03 – We approached the entrance to Wengatz Hall,
slightly shivering – partly from cold, partly from excitement. We entered the lobby and stopped to chat with
junior John Hutchins before making our way into the
stairwell toward Second West Wengatz.
7:09 – The hallway was dark and foreboding. The air
was thick with the scent of men and spray deodorant.
Approaching the Second West door, our hearts syncopated with the beat pumping from the speakers on the
other side of our wooden shield. We entered.
7:11 – Before us stood ﬁve men, clothed in white garments, bouncing corporately to the beat. The typical
“boom-chicka-boom-chicka-boom” from the speakers
guided us towards these celestial beings. I recognized
one as freshman Colin James.
“We’re gonna do some LTC breakage,” James said.
“Hopefully with ladies.”

breather before entering the land of video games. Advertised as a “Nintendo” open house, First West Olson
accurately depicted Nintendo’s pride and joy, Mario.
With the Super Mario Brothers theme song echoing
down the hall, we admired the question mark boxes that
were hanging on the walls and from the ceiling.
Rheinheimer even tried to convince a question mark
box to give her a mushroom by hitting it with her head.
It merely laughed at her feeble attempt to grasp the
concept of the relationship between Mario and little unknown boxes.
7:43 – We stopped at the treat table to admire / taste
the Mario treats, including mushroom cupcakes, M&Ms,
sodas and more. Shortly after this, we got to play Mario
Kart 64. We partook of this treasure, because it’s not every day that we get to play video games on a projector.
I selected the only true choice of champions, Yoshi, and
was hammered multiple times into the dirt by my roommate, playing as Wario. All was lost.
We heard shouts emerging from the lobby, and who
should it be but Swartz, exclaiming his confusion as to
which Olson open house to visit ﬁrst.
I timidly mentioned that First West had cupcakes, and
he bellowed, “I'm going where the cupcakes are!”
7:57 – My self-esteem obliterated, Jake and I trudged
back to Bergwall in the cold.
Overall, the night was entertaining. I realize that I
picked the worst possible time to go to these open houses – the very beginning of the night – but I feel like I got
the whole experience of each wing.
Had there been any sort of female presence on Second
West Wengatz, I’m sure it would have been a little less
uncomfortable, but they put a lot of work into making
the hallway seem technoﬁed. I found out later that they
used laundry detergent to achieve their glow. Genius.
I thoroughly enjoyed the yellow on First East, and
First West hit a ground-rule double with Nintendo and
food – two key ways to a man’s heart.

7:18 – As James showed us around the wing, I
noticed a plethora of glow in the dark substances covering the walls, door handles and even
the glowing men standing around me. Although
unsure of its genetic makeup, I braved a touch
of it and noticed no drastic change in my DNA,
although I suddenly had the urge to dance.
James then explained to us the function of
“The Seizure Room” and how the strobe lights
made him want to throw up. As we neared the
exit, sophomore Dan Swartz burst through the
door waving his arms wildly. He shot past us
screaming something unknown.
We left.
7:23 – Our walk to Olson was consumed with
discussion of the lunar eclipse scheduled for the
night, and we met up with sophomore Personnel
Assistant Kirstie Rheinheimer in the lounge of
Olson Hall. She read us a poem before we journeyed onto First East’s own yellow submarine.
7:31 – I like yellow. First East used a lot of it
to really drive home their point. The walls were
shrouded in yellow sheets of paper with lyrics to
the song “Yellow Submarine” written on them.
Different Beatles songs labeled the doors, including “I Want to Hold Your Hand,” featuring
an image of President Gene Habecker holding
hands with his wife, Marylou – very cute. Other
doors included “Please, Mr. Postman,” which
displayed a life-sized replica of a real postal
worker, and “Till There Was You.”
7:36 – At the end of the hall was what I imagined to be the actual dashboard to the original
yellow submarine. (What gave it away was the
keypad, which had numbers one through 20
and a steering wheel.) At this point, I was pretty
conﬁdent that Swartz was following us, so we
avoided him entirely and exited the wing.

Photo by Andy Marston

Students enjoy First West Olson's Nintendo open house Wednesday
7:38 – Back in Olson’s lobby, we took a quick
by battling each other in Mario Kart 64.
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'Jumper' teleports to a land of bad filmmaking
By Josh Porter
A&E Editor
The best thing that can be
said about “Jumper” is that it’s
a huge encouragement to young
actors. Because hey, if Hayden
Christensen can keep landing
lead roles in big-budget films,
maybe anyone can!
“Jumper” is based on the
high-concept premise that a
select few humans can “jump,”
or teleport, to any location on
earth they wish, as long as they
have a picture or memory of the
location. These “Jumpers” have
apparently been around since
medieval times, and ever since
then, religious zealots called
“Paladins” have hunted them.
Let me elaborate … wait, I
can’t. The premise really is that
simple.
Before I continue, I have to
say “Jumper” was better than I
expected. Then again, I was expecting the next “Ghost Rider,”
but “Jumper” was still passable
entertainment. Having said
that, allow me to indulge in my
sarcastic trash-talking session
to illustrate why you should not
see this movie in theaters.
Hayden Christensen (“Star
Wars: Episodes II and III,”
nothing else worth mentioning)
does an expectedly poor job in
the lead role. He plays David
Rice, a young, inexperienced
Jumper who is suddenly discovered by the Paladins, and he
gives a performance that would
put Tom Cruise to sleep.

Photo courtesy of jumperthemovie.com

“Jumper” recieved a PG-13 rating for for sequences of intense action violence, some language and brief sexuality. The film is
based on the Steven Gould science fiction novel of the same title.

When looking at Christensen’s
career, one can’t help but look
back at another lovechild of
George Lucas and “Star Wars”:
Mark Hamill (Luke Skywalker),
who was last spotted begging
for scraps at Harrison Ford’s
dinner table.
Since “Star Wars,” Christensen – like Hamill – has involved himself in a long string of
entirely forgettable films (“Shat-

tered Glass,” “Factory Girl,”
“Awake”). Making a very respectable $31.7 million over the
extended weekend, “Jumper” is
Christensen’s life support, but
he still has a grim future as an
actor – he’s just not talented.
Despite a laughable lead actor, the worst aspect of the film
is definitely David’s love interest, Millie (Rachel Bilson – “The
Last Kiss,” “The OC”). Bilson

plays one of the most poorly
written leading lady characters
in a long while.
The first half of the film could
have easily been titled “David
and Mille’s Zany Misadventures
in Rome,” as David spends
roughly 45 minutes tugging
Millie around the city of Rome,
while trying to keep his abilities
a secret from her. It’s just painful to watch. Millie blindly trots

along with David, somehow
choosing not to notice all of David’s impossible feats. Yes, Millie, the inner security doors to
the Coliseum were just … open.
That’s reasonable.
The movie gets interesting
after adding a couple of characters. Jamie Bell (“King Kong,”
“Flags of Our Fathers”) plays
another young jumper named
Griffin, who has defiantly de-

cided to seek out and eliminate
all Paladins. His character is fun
to watch, and he delivers some
great lines of dialogue.
Samuel L. Jackson as Roland
– a high-ranking Paladin – is
also rather interesting, if only
because he’s so mysterious (and
because he’s Samuel L. Jackson). Roland’s action scenes
with David and Griffin make
for some great eye candy – they
all handle the exhausting fights
and stunts very well.
Director Doug Liman did some
significant work on the Bourne
trilogy, producing all three and
directing “The Bourne Identity,”
by far the most well-directed of
the three. With “Jumper,” Liman again proves himself an
accomplished action film director, but unfortunately very little
lurks beneath the surface.
The characters are obtuse and
obnoxious, the pacing is uneven,
and the script is riddled with
plot holes screaming for answers. An explanation of Samuel L. Jackson’s unfortunate hair
would have been a start.
The film’s premise has potential, but it’s ruined by lazy filmmaking. The makers of “Jumper” have promised audiences
a juicy steak, but have instead
delivered a stick of bubble gum
– it’s sticky, it’s unsatisfying,
and it will blow up in your face.
And by the way, it’s based on
the first book of a trilogy. If it
makes money, they’ll make two
more. Please don’t see it.
Movie Rating: 5 out of 10

Angels & Airwaves takes command of 'I-Empire'
Josh Kennedy
Life & Times Editor

of “Whisper” carry over onto
the new record. A&A’s widely
known use of delay pedals and
synthesizers keeps “I-Empire”
virtually indistinguishable from
the previous record.
I think there’s something to
be said for a band that releases

Remember back in middle
school, when Blink-182 was that
band that was everyone’s guilty
pleasure? Then remember how
Blink suddenly left us?
Not long after, lead
singer Tom Delonge
started a new band called
Angels & Airwaves, and
its debut album, “We
Don’t Need to Whisper,” still reigns in music
collections around the
world.
In November, Delonge
and the gang released
another album labeled
“I-Empire,” which resembles “We Don’t Need
to Whisper” musically,
but lyrically has turned
in a dynamic fashion.
Photo courtesy of angelsandairwaves.com
The infectious beats

strikingly similar songs on a
new record.
Some people want completely
new material – something they
haven’t heard before – and find
it duplicitous to do otherwise.
Meanwhile, others like me believe that “Empire’s” similarities to “Whisper” indeed
deepen the band’s proclivity.
Critical listeners will notice “Empire” has more
complex guitar work than
featured on “Whisper.” Delonge and guitarist David
Kennedy have successfully
built on the foundation
they laid with “Whisper.”
All that to say, don’t expect much musical variation between “Whisper”
and “Empire.” Lyrically,
however, Delonge brings a
more hopeful dissertation
to the table with brighter

views on love, life and heaven.
His messages of hope and life,
different from cries of pain and
angst on “Whisper,” give “Empire” a life all its own. Songs like
“Star of Bethlehem” sing out
anticipation and hope: “If the
world were to die / The light will
guide you.”
The single off the album,
“Everything’s Magic,” peaked
at No. 1 on the iTunes Modern Rock Chart and No. 11 in
the U.S. on Billboard’s Modern Rock Tracks. The message

of the song proclaims understanding of pain and suffering
– Delonge seems to have journeyed from “Whisper” to “Empire” with the fans.
The songs from “Whisper”
that seemed to carry such bitterness and angst seemed to have
morphed into more mature,
uplifting songs that shine light
where they once proclaimed
darkness. Love appears to be
the focal point of “I-Empire,”
with every song pointing in
some way to the world’s need

for it.
In addition to the new record, Angels & Airwaves has
helped release a few short films
utilizing the band’s music. The
films, titled by the songs they
feature, are available on the
band’s Web site (angelsandairwaves.com).
Overall, “I-Empire” is definitely another step in the right
direction for Angels & Airwaves
– another record for the archives. And the album art is
pretty nifty, too.

If Josh Porter ran the Oscars...

Best Picture:

There Will Be Blood

Best Director:
Coen Bros. (No Country for Old Men)

Best Cinematography:
No Country for Old Men

Best Art Direction:
Atonement

Best Animated Feature:
Ratatouille

Best Foreign Film:
The Counterfeiters

Best Documentary:
No End in Sight

Best Actor:

Daniel Day-Lewis (There Will Be Blood)

Best Actress:
Julie Christie (Away from Her)

Best Supporting Actor:
Javier Bardem (No Country for Old Men)

Best Supporting Actress:
Cate Blanchett (I'm Not There)

Best Adapted Screenplay:
There Will Be Blood

Best Original Screenplay:
Michael Clayton

Best Visual Effects:
Transformers

If Andrew Neel ran the Oscars...
Best Picture:
No Country for Old Men

Best Director:
P.T. Anderson (There Will Be Blood)

Best Cinematography:
No Country for Old Men

Some feel called by the waves and the chance to get away during spring break.
But if you think “The Calling” is from a more heavenly place, we’re here in Orlando.

VISIT RTS ORLANDO THIS SPRING BREAK.

Best Art Direction:
Sweeney Todd

Best Animated Feature:
Ratatouille

Best Foreign Film:
Beaufort

Visit orlando.rts.edu for more information and directions.

A&E

Best Documentary:
Sicko

Best Actor:
Daniel Day-Lewis (There Will Be Blood)

Best Actress:
Julie Christie (Away from Her)

Best Supporting Actor:
Javier Bardem (No Country for Old Men)

Best Supporting Actress:
Cate Blanchett (I'm Not There)

Best Adapted Screenplay:
There Will Be Blood

Best Original Screenplay:
Juno

Best Visual Effects:
Transformers
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LETTERS TO
THE EDITOR

To Becky
and Zach

Reinterpreting Scripture
I am writing to provide a brief
reproof of (Professor David)
Smith and (the Rev.) Randy
Greuendyke’s presentation of
the biblical argument for Christ’s
descent into hell.
Unfortunately, the verses cited
do little to uphold the position
which they have set forth.
I will first deal with the passages of 1 Pet 3:19-20 and 1 Pet 4:6.
One thing must be made clear
from the outset: These verses
cannot be seen as addressing
the same subject, for they differ widely both in language and
context.
Now 1 Pet 3:19-20 is widely
viewed by modern scholars not
as a preaching to spirits in hell,
but as a preaching to spirits in
some other realm.
Here is why: 1) The preaching to the spirits happened after
Christ was “made alive by the
Spirit” (v. 18) – that is, it happened after Christ’s resurrection.
2) The spirits to which Jesus is
preaching are most likely literal
spiritual beings, namely fallen
angels, in connection with Gen
6:1-4. This makes the most sense
in the context of Peter’s mention
of the spirits existing in the time
of Noah.
Furthermore, that fallen angels have been cast into prison is
an idea which Peter is certainly
familiar with (see 2 Pet 2:4,
where the word “hell” does not
denote “sheol,” as Rev. Greuendyke properly notes). Most likely the proclamation Christ made
to these fallen angels was one of
victory.
When properly separated
from 1 Pet 3:19-20, 1 Pet 4:6 is
difficult to associate with any
descent where Jesus preaches
to the dead. This is why the NIV
renders the verse, “For this is the
reason the gospel was preached
even to those who are now
dead.”
Eph 4:9 almost certainly does
not speak of Jesus’ descent into
hell. In fact, the author’s cosmology is threefold in nature and
does not contain the idea of hell
but only the idea of the earth, the
sky (where “the spirit that is now
at work in the sons of disobedience,” i.e. Satan, reigns) and
heaven (Eph 2:2, 6). Jesus’ descent in 4:9 is not one into hell,
but one from heaven to earth,
representing either Christ coming down in the form of man as
Jesus or the Pentecost, depending on your interpretation.
Acts 2:22-32 quotes from the
Psalms in the context of Peter’s
preaching on Pentecost and is
largely concerned with Jesus’
resurrection. The emphasis of
v. 27 is not Jesus’ descent into
hell; rather, it is found in v. 31,
“Seeing what was ahead, (David)
spoke of the resurrection of the
Christ, that he was not abandoned to the grave, nor did his
body see decay.”
Rom 10:7, just like the former verses, is not here teaching about what Jesus did or did
not do while he was dead, but
it is merely emphasizing the
resurrection, a primary theme
throughout the book. “Or ‘Who
will descend into the deep?’
(that is, to bring Christ up from
the dead).”
My main concern here is not
disproving that Jesus descended
into hell. I hope only to provide
an accurate interpretation of
these verses.
The attempt to prove that Jesus descended into hell through
the interpretation of scripture
is not an example of creating
theology out of exegesis (that is
proper biblical interpretation),
but instead it is an example of
interpreting scripture in a manner which proves one’s theology,
and while this is perhaps inevitable, it is something that all biblical students should be wary of.
- Senior Dan Wagar
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By Steve Etheridge
Columnist
Photo courtesy of flickr.com

Pro-Choice & Pro-Jesus?

By Kat McKeon
Columnist
You should know three things
about me before you read this
article.
The first is that I am a Christian. This may seem like a given
at Taylor, but please remember
it as you continue reading. The
second is that I believe all life is
sacred and all humans, born or
unborn, are created and loved
by God.
The third is that I am socially
pro-choice.
Before you write me off as
a heretic, please hear me out.
I very much stand by my second point: that as a Christian,
I believe in the sanctity of life.
That’s why I myself am morally,
but not socially, pro-life and
anti-abortion. Those moral and
social differences are important
distinctions many of us miss.
Many Christians oppose abortion because they believe it kills
a living being created by God,
but we must remember that
not everyone believes this to be
true.
True, much research shows
that life begins at conception,
but just as much compelling
evidence is presented by the

other side.
I personally believe life begins
at conception and abortion is
morally wrong. But I don’t believe making abortion illegal is
the way to go about absolving
the world of this sin.
If abortion were abolished,
what would we really accomplish? We could take a page from
history and look at the Prohibition movement. When the U.S.
banned alcohol, alcohol usage
didn’t decrease. People found
ways to make their own alcohol
or buy it on the black market.
Logically, if abortion were illegal, women would go on having
abortions; they just would not
have them legally in medical offices. The coat-hanger, back-alley method of abortion would
become increasingly more common. As a result, complications
such as excessive bleeding, damage to reproductive organs and
even death would skyrocket.
Because no clear-cut answer
exists to the question of when
life begins, the only way we
could possibly justify banning
abortion is by citing biblical
passages. But the reality is not
all Americans believe the Bible
is truth.
People of many faiths live in
the U.S., and since many immigrants came to this country
to escape religious oppression,
what good would it do to create
a modern day theocracy?
The only way I see to justify
the abolition of legal abortion

is if we had more aid for the
women carrying these babies to
term. The Economic Policy Institute, a center-left think tank,
reported in 2006 that although
single mothers were working more hours, poverty rates
were staying relatively stable
– around 36 percent.
If we mandate that all women
must carry a child full-term,
then we must provide them
with options after they do so,
instead of leaving them to fend
for themselves.
Regardless of whether you
agree with my justification for
being socially pro-choice, I implore you to consider the following paradox: If we as evangelical Christians are so concerned
with the sanctity of life, then
why do we so often support the
death penalty and war?
I believe the sanctity of life
holds true for all of God’s children, born and unborn. This
means I believe convicted felons, the permanently disabled
and civilian casualties of war
have the same right to life as
unborn babies. I find it paradoxical that the same person
who pickets an abortion clinic
one day can cheer on the war in
Iraq the next.
I’m not asking you to side with
me in the pro-life / pro-choice
debate, but I am asking that you
carefully consider both sides of
the issue and keep in mind that
the “sanctity of life” extends beyond the issue of abortion.

Abortion: the legal question

By Amy Watkins
Opinions Editor
This is it – the big one, the
800-pound gorilla of political
issues.
Abortion doesn’t get discussed in The Echo that much,
and I think I know why: Evangelicals tend to be in agreement
on this issue, and those who are
not tend to avoid confrontation.
I applaud Kat McKeon for being willing to share her views
today. What I would like to do
is examine this issue apart from
its obvious moral implications.
Kat has asked whether a
change in the law would really
solve the problem of abortion
in this country. I will now consider whether the Constitution
supports the pro-life case. Essentially, is there a legal basis
for overruling or modifying
Roe v. Wade?
The controversy over abortion rights comes from a clash
between two fundamental liberties: the right to privacy and
the right to life.
The 14th Amendment guarantees no citizen may be denied the right to “life, liberty
or property” apart from “due
process of law.” It also grants
every person “equal protection

of the laws.”
The trio of life, liberty and
property is very important
here, and I think those three
have an implied ranking system: life first, then liberty, then
property.
Consider, for example, that
the government may take your
property through taxes or eminent domain. Your liberties
may be curtailed for security
reasons, but they are less easily
taken than property. In theory,
the government may only take
your life if you receive a capital
punishment sentence.
The right to life is the first
and most important right of
every American, trumping
even the right to privacy. (Oddly enough, Britney Spears’ recent forced institutionalization
demonstrates this point.)
Therefore, every person is
entitled to this right, even if
it takes away from the privacy
and / or liberty of someone
else.
The question then becomes,
when is a person officially a
person? Roe v. Wade, which
provides our current standard,

required states to allow abortions during the first trimester.
Three months is a nice, round
number for determining personhood, but is has little basis
in scientific fact.
Even Justice Harry Blackmun, writing the majority opinion for this case, admitted the
decision was based on “present
medical knowledge,” leaving
the door open for a change due
to advanced technology.
We now know that a fetus has
a fully developed brain after 40
days. I believe this is the best
point for legally establishing
personhood for two reasons:
1) It presents a fundamental
and compelling difference in
the status of the fetus.
2) Brain function is the
key factor used to determine
whether an adult is alive or
dead.
In short, I believe the Constitution supports the right to life
much earlier than the threemonth mark established in
Roe v. Wade. What the Court
should do as a result of that is
another debate entirely.

Letters to the Editor

Editor’s Note: Next week, we will devote most of the Opinions
page to letters from the Taylor community. This will include
some we have previously received.
Send letters to the editor to echo@taylor.edu by 3 p.m.
Wednesday. They should be no longer than 400 words. Due to
volume, we cannot print all opinions articles that we receive.
Please keep your opinions as concise as possible. The Echo
reserves the right to edit submissions for length and content.

As your Facebook StalkerFeed has already made you
aware, the race is on to determine our student body president.
We’ve hung posters, corralled wing mates and feigned
interest, all to coronate our
commander in chief. Before
we choose our new president
and recklessly heap our problems on him or her, I think we
should define what exactly Taylor’s student body is.
Webster’s online dictionary
defines Taylor’s student body
as, “No results found,” which,
interestingly enough, shares a
definition with “cliché dictionary line.” How elusive is our
student body that not even a
dictionary can define it?
Since the Internet is of no
help, I have used my own devices to determine the student
body is some large, all-encompassing physical being, not
unlike a Megazord, that uses
each of us to achieve some indefinable goal. We have many
students, so I suspect our student body may have hundreds
– if not thousands – of fingers
and toes.
Additionally, in true representation of Taylor spirit, the
student body has “Faith” tattooed on its forearm in Hebrew, a Polar Pop in its right
hand and “Blue Like Jazz” in
its left. Also, it cannot wait for
spring to start tossing around a
disc on the Reade lawn.
Now that we understand
what the student body is made
of, we can discuss what an ideal
presidential tenure would look
like. Personally, I feel our president should abandon his or her
aspirations, choosing a more
realistic agenda. I think our
campus has an issue with being
too certain, thinking the future
will take care of itself.
To be serious, ladies and

gents, we have many problems
forecasted for our generation.
I saw this movie once called
“An Inconvenient Truth,” and
though I was preoccupied with
pumping aerosol spray at the
sun, I believe the underlying
message was that our faces will
literally melt if we don’t drive
Toyotas. This is scary!
Therefore, our president
should send us a weekly e-letter
highlighting everything wrong
with the world, including links
to sites that sell clean-burning
automobiles.
Political history teaches us
that in order to be well-rounded, one must sell out individuality and fill a mold shaped by
public opinion. Therefore, our
president should strive to be
more androgynous, adopting
the best characteristics of the
respective genders.
In politics, assertiveness is
key, and the president should
possess the unquenchable
bloodlust for lesser species that
men tend to have, while being
graceful enough to use a napkin, like a woman might.
A president needs lady-like
sensitivity towards very delicate issues, but must also have
the masculine chutzpah to declare war against Wheaton, but
only if necessary.
Also, the president should be
a good debater who can argue
that women aren’t inherently
sensitive and not all men like
killing and eating animals.
I have a word limit, so I can’t,
so to speak, necessarily, for the
sake of enforcing my points,
prattle on and on and on and
on and on, and so forth. I can,
however, insert a plea to the
new president: Do something
about the dining commons.
The food is bad! I saw this
movie called “Ratatouille”
about a magic rat who cooked.
Although we don’t have many
rats, I can assure you Upland
has willing possums who are
capable of performing a Disney
miracle on our dining scenario.
So first, be pessimistic. Second, be androgynous. Third,
make food better. Lastly, stick
to slogans (I’m still quite sober,
Shaya), and watch out for those
super delegates.
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Men's basketball defeats Cougars
Trojans secure win in last regular-season home game
By Russell Balikian
Sports Editor
The Taylor men’s basketball
team broke a three-game losing streak on senior night as
the team defeated Spring Arbor
63-58 in Wednesday night’s
home game, the last of the regular season for the Trojans.
Before the game, seniors Bret
Burchard and Josh Brooks were
honored for their contributions
to the Taylor basketball program.
Although the game began
with a 5-0 run by Spring Arbor
(15-14, 7-8), the Trojans (19-10,
8-7) quickly took the lead with
a little less than 15 minutes to
play in the first half. They never
looked back.
Several 3-pointers from ju-

nior Daniel Cox kept the Trojans on top as the first half drew
to a close, and Taylor went into
halftime up 37-27.
The Trojans emerged from
halftime with a strong defensive mindset, holding the Cougars to only three points for the
first seven minutes.
Taylor added to the Cougars’ frustrations by scoring 14
points during that time period,
building the lead to 21 points.
But Spring Arbor responded
in kind, going on a 12-0 run
to make the score 51-42 with
about nine minutes left.
Free-throw shooting was a
key for the Trojans, as they held
off the Cougars’ advances by
sinking 14 of their 18 secondhalf attempts at the line, including the last four points of

the game.
As time wound down, the Trojans clung onto the lead they
had been building throughout
the game, and Taylor emerged
victorious by a score of 63-58.
The Trojans’ defensive effort
was a big part of the win, according to junior Jacob Bream.
“The key to our game was
that we got after it on defense,
making sure we keyed on their
shooters,” Bream said. “We really got into them and played
physical.”
Bream also pointed out that
ball control was an important
part of the game, noting that
the team only had three turnovers for the entire night.
Junior Alex Daniel scored
a season-high 20 points in
the Mid-Central Conference

matchup, including 12 points
from the free throw line. Junior
Jacob Bream scored 12 points
and pulled down five rebounds,
and junior Daniel Cox chipped
in with 11 points.
The Spring Arbor win comes
after a tough loss on the road
to Goshen on Saturday. The
back-and-forth game resulted
in a 79-71 loss for the Trojans.
Bream led the Trojan scoring
effort with 14 points, with five
other Trojans also scoring in
double figures.
The Trojans are currently tied
with rival Indiana Wesleyan
University for fourth place in
the MCC.
They will travel to IWU to
break the tie and play their final
regular-season game on Saturday. Tip-off is at 3 p.m.

Photo by Timmy Huynh

Junior Alex Daniel goes up for the shot in Wednesday night's
game against Spring Arbor. The Trojans won 63-58.

Taylor baseball opens Lady Trojans down Spring Arbor
season with two wins

By Amy Watkins
Opinions Editor
Taylor’s baseball team got
off to a strong start last Saturday, winning its first two games
of the season in commanding
fashion.
The Trojans (2-0) traveled
to Asbury College and took on
the Eagles in a double-header
which ended with a pair of victories. After a convincing 14-1
win in the first game, Taylor followed up that success with a 7-3
victory later in the day.
“We came out with a lot of energy since it was our first game
of the year,” sophomore Michael Kraynak said. “We were
really excited to get out there
and play.”
In the first matchup, the Trojans were on fire, scoring 14 runs
off the same number of hits.
Taylor held Asbury to just six
hits and one run, part of a great
defensive effort by the Trojans.
Freshman pitcher Zach Vander
Laan pitched the last three innings without giving up a hit
to make sure that sophomore
starting pitcher Caleb Stertzer

got the win.
The second game was a closer
match between the two teams,
but Taylor once again came away
victorious. Freshman pitcher
Chris Howell got the first win of
his collegiate career with a solid
performance against the Eagles.
Senior outfielder Christian Burrell cemented the lead with a
solo home run in the sixth inning, putting the game largely
out of reach for the home team.
Several Taylor players said
freshmen performances were a
key to the victories.
“All the freshmen played really well – they didn’t seem nervous at all,” Stertzer said. “They
played a big part in our wins.”
Overall, the Trojan baseball
team had plenty of good news
at the start of what they hope
will be an exciting season. The
Trojans were an even 25-25 last
season, a record they hope to
improve this spring.
The Trojans travel to Bryan
College in Dayton, Tenn. today
to compete in a weekend tournament. Taylor’s first home
game is March 13 against Manchester.

T&F third at IWU
By Emily Moore
Staff Writer
Taylor’s track and field
teams continue to impress
as three individuals from the
men’s and women’s teams
qualified for nationals in Saturday’s IWU Open meet. Both
teams claimed third place.
Several men’s runners
pulled off top times for the
season, including junior Andy
Marston, who snagged a first
place finish in the 600-meter
run and an invitation to the
NAIA championship in Johnson City, Tenn. With a time of
one minute, 22.23 seconds,
Marston’s performance was a
highlight of the meet.
Freshman Isaac Bryan also
qualified for nationals on Saturday, making great strides
in his 3000-meter run with a
second-place time of 8:53.44.
The Lady Trojans made a
strong effort at the meet, led
by sophomore Andrea Elsman’s NAIA-qualifying performance in the pole vault.
She won the event with a final
height of 10 feet, 10 inches,
almost a foot higher than her
performance last week.
In the women’s 600-meter run, senior Vanessa Fershetian snagged first with a
time of 1:48.36, while senior
Becky Hegelein sprinted to a
second-place finish.
Freshman
Janet
Redding placed second in her

5,000-meter run, finishing in
20:51.53.
Sophomore Brianna Nystrom cleared 5 feet in the
women’s high jump, a runner-up mark. This was her
first event this season.
Other highlights from the
men’s team included sophomore Tom Robertson’s bringing home a first place finish
for Taylor in the 5,000-meter run, clocking a time of
15:59:21.
In addition, the men’s relay team of junior Ian Brown,
sophomore Dave Voss, freshman Bryan Allingham and
Marston left other teams in
the dust in the 4x400 relay
with a time of 3:26.83.
In the field events, senior
Drew Cowan and Dave Voss
both placed second in shot
put and the 60-meter hurdles, respectively.
Marston credited part of
the team’s early success to
this year’s sprint coach, Bryan Jackson.
“Jackson is doing a great
job in getting the team in
shape,” Marston said. “After
all the gut-busting practices
we’ve been through, it’s nice
to see results at the meet.”
Coach Bowers says that the
team will plan to take it easy
before hitting the road Saturday to compete in the National Christian College Indoor
Championships, held at Cedarville University in Ohio.

(Home games in bold)

Baseball
(2-0)
Fri. game cancelled
W, 14-1 Asbury
W, 7-3 Asbury
Upcoming games:
at Bryan Tournament
11 a.m. Fri vs. Bryan
1 p.m. Sat. vs. Bluefield
4 p.m. Sat. vs. Covenant

Basketball
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Junior Paige Rudolph drives past a Spring Arbor defender. She scored her 1,000th point on
Saturday in the Lady Trojans' win against Goshen.

By Jordyn Kight
Contributor
After a heartbreaking onepoint loss to Spring Arbor earlier this year, the Lady Trojans
(15-13, 9-6), winners of five
of their last six games, got the
revenge they were looking for
as they defeated the Cougars
72-48 on the road Wednesday.
The win follows a victory on
Saturday and moves the Trojans to a third-place tie in the
Mid-Central Conference with
Indiana Wesleyan University.
Taylor’s offensive rhythm was
off in the first half, keeping the
team from expanding its lead.
Meanwhile, the Cougars took
advantage of offensive rebounds
and second shots, staying in the
game, but finishing the first half
shy of the lead.
The Lady Trojans entered
halftime up 40-35.
The second half was a differ-

ent story altogether as Taylor
came out with increased intensity.
The team played its best defensive half of the year, allowing just 13 points as it cruised to
a 72-48 victory.
Sophomore Allison Heesch
led the team with a total of 19
points and 11 rebounds, followed by junior Paige Rudolph
with 15 points, junior Nikki
Kassebaum with 13 points and
freshman Jo Switzer with 12.
In Saturday’s home game,
athletes, coaches and fans alike
took part in “Think Pink,” an
effort to raise awareness for
breast cancer. Both teams
sported pink shoelaces, honoring cancer survivors present at
the game.
Taylor took a 13-point lead in
the first five minutes, showing
Goshen the Lady Trojans were
in the game to gather their 8th
conference win of the season.

Taylor came out looking
strong offensively, giving the
Lady Trojans the lead over Goshen for most of the game.
Junior Nikki Kassebaum led
the Lady Trojans with a perfect
6-6 from the field and 4-4 from
behind the arch. When Goshen
caught onto Kassebaum, sophomore Bethany Ballard picked
up where she left off, and both
Kassebaum and Ballard led the
team with 23 points each.
But Head Coach Tena Krause
said that playing offensivelyminded had some negative effects during the second half, as
evidenced when Goshen took
the lead with about nine minutes to play.
“(The team) forgot you have to
play on both ends of the court,”
Krause said. “That hurt us.”
Fortunately the Lady Trojans picked up the urgency and
shortly took back the lead, ending the game on a 24-6 run that

(Men 19-10, 8-7)
L, 79-71 Goshen *
W, 63-58 Spring Arbor *
Upcoming games:
3 p.m. Sat. at IWU *
(Women 15-13, 9-6 )
W, 85-72 Goshen *
W, 74-48 Spring Arbor *
Upcoming game:
1 p.m. Sat. vs. IWU * ^

Track and Field
IWU Open
Men 3rd of 5
Women 3rd of 6
Upcoming meets:
10 a.m. Sat. at NCCAA
Championships (Cedarville)
* denotes MCC match
^ denotes WTUR broadcast
sent them to an 85-72 victory.
Junior Paige Rudolph walked
off the court with more than a
win as she was titled the 14th
Lady Trojan to achieve 1,000
career points.
The Lady Trojans’ overall
leading scorer finished with 15
points that afternoon.
The team is confident and
looks poised to make a run at
the conference tournament.
Taylor hosts rival IWU at 1
p.m. on Saturday in Odle Arena.
The game is the team’s final
conference game and regularseason home game.

Timeout with Coach Tena Krause
“Success is like wrestling a
gorilla... you quit when the
gorilla is tired.”

Full name: Tena Marie Krause
Birthplace: Carlinville, Illinois
Birthday: March 2nd
Years at Taylor: 19
Favorite movie: “The Wizard of Oz”
Favorite drink: Mountain Dew
Strangest food: Conch fritter
Sports you coach: At present just basketball; tennis (1989-95) here at Taylor
Current car: Honda Pilot
Schools attended: Greenville Coll. (undergrad); Eastern Illinois (master’s in physical education); Ball State (master’s in health science and physiology)
Advice: “Don’t break commitments to others.”
Highlight(s) of coaching career: Finishing in the Elite Eight last year at the NAIA
Nationals
Sports you played since high school: Track, basketball, volleyball, softball, tennis
– I was a four sport athlete in my undergrad at Greenville.
“The Taylor Sudent body should know that...” School spirit is definitely an advantage for the team that is supported the most. Therefore the sixth man is one of the
most important components in the strategy of winning the game.
Interesting personal facts – Ran the “Twin Cities” Marathon
Favorite quote: “Success is like wrestling a gorilla. You don’t quit when you’re tiredyou quit when the gorilla is tired.”
Favorite Bible Verse: “I can do all things through Christ who strengthens me.”
– Philippians 4:13
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